Increase in the skewness of extratropical vertical velocities with climate warming: fully nonlinear simulations versus moist baroclinic instability
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The distribution of vertical velocities in the extratropical troposphere is skewed such that upward motions are faster than downward motions. This skewness is important for the intensity distribution of precipitation and for the effective static stability experienced by moist eddies. We show here that the skewness of the vertical velocity increases in magnitude as the climate warms in simulations with an idealized general circulation model (GCM) except in very warm climates. The increase in skewness with warming is seemingly consistent with studies of moist baroclinic instability which suggest that the area of updrafts should contract as the stratiﬁcation approaches moist neutrality in warm climates. However, the increase in skewness with warming is much weaker in the fully nonlinear simulations as compared to what is found for unstable modes of moist baroclinic instability in the same GCM. Nonlinear equilibration to a macroturbulent state leads to a reduction in skewness in warm climates. Therefore, while the unstable modes may be relevant for some cases of cyclogenesis, they overestimate the effect of warming on the skewness of the vertical velocity distribution. Remarkably, the most unstable mode transitions from a quasi-periodic wave to an isolated diabatic Rossby vortex at sufﬁciently high temperatures, with possible implications for fast-growing disturbances in warm climates.
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1. Introduction

The distribution of tropospheric vertical velocities is not Gaussian, but rather it is skewed in a way that tends to make upward velocities stronger than downward velocities. This skewness is found for both large-scale vertical velocities from reanalysis (e.g., Perron and Sura 2013) and smaller-scale convective vertical velocities (e.g., Moeng and Rotunno 1990). Here we will focus on large-scale vertical velocities as measured by the negative of the vertical velocity $\omega$ in pressure coordinates (this choice of sign ensures that positive is upwards). The skewness of $-\omega$ is defined as

$$\text{skewness} = -\frac{\bar{\omega}^3}{(\bar{\omega}^2)^{3/2}},$$

where the overbar denotes a mean and primes denote departures from this mean. In the extratropical troposphere, the mean of the vertical velocity is relatively small compared to the fluctuations about the mean, and thus the skewness may be thought of as a measure of the up-down asymmetry of the vertical velocity. The skewness of $-\omega$ is generally positive which implies stronger upward motions than downward motions.

The up-down asymmetry of vertical velocities has important implications for the distribution of precipitation and its extremes since precipitation is closely associated with upward motion (Sardeshmukh et al. 2015; Pendergrass and Gerber 2016). In addition, the up-down asymmetry of vertical velocities has an important influence on the moist effective static stability introduced by O’Gorman (2011). This effective static stability has been used to represent the effect of latent heating on the extratropical eddy length and eddy kinetic energy (O’Gorman 2011), Hadley cell extent (O’Gorman 2011; Levine and Schneider 2015), deepening rates of cyclones (Booth et al. 2015; Pfahl et al. 2015), and Eliassen-Palm fluxes (Dwyer and O’Gorman 2016). It is thus of interest to understand what controls the magnitude of the up-down asymmetry of the vertical velocity and how it may change as the climate warms.

Latent heating increases the asymmetry of the vertical velocity distribution because of its nonlinear relationship to...
vertical motion: ascent often leads to condensation and latent heating whereas descent often does not lead to evaporation and negative latent heating because of an absence of condensate due to previous fallout of precipitation. The influence of latent heating on the asymmetry of vertical velocities was shown by Bjerknes (1938) for the case of moist convection. Recently, Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) developed a simple stochastic model based on the thermodynamic equation and used it to investigate the link between latent heating and the skewness of the vertical velocity. The thermodynamic equation is a natural starting point for theories of the skewness because it includes both the latent heating term and a term involving the vertical velocity. However, the thermodynamic equation also includes terms such as horizontal advection of temperature whose statistical distribution must be assumed if the skewness of the vertical velocity is to be estimated (Pendergrass and Gerber 2016).

For the extratropics, the vertical velocity is better constrained by the combination of the vorticity and thermodynamic equations. Many previous studies have investigated the idealized problem of small-amplitude moist baroclinic instability and found that...
latent heating reduces the relative area of updrafts to downdrafts, thus increasing the skewness of the vertical velocity by mass continuity, provided the nonlinearity associated with the absence of latent heating in descending regions is taken into account (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1987; Fantini 1990, 1995; Zurita-Gotor 2005). For example, Zurita-Gotor (2005) parameterized latent heating by multiplying the dry static stability (the buoyancy frequency squared) by a factor \( r \) where there is ascent. (The parameter \( r \) may be thought of as the ratio of moist static stability to dry static stability.) He then used a two-layer model to derive a “bulk wavenumber law” for unstable modes which states that the ratio of updraft to downdraft wavenumbers is given by \( r^{-1/2} \). Mass continuity then implies that the ratio of updraft to downdraft vertical velocities should also scale as \( r^{-1/2} \) which implies that the skewness of the vertical velocity should increase without bound as \( r \) decreases. In section 5 we make a simplified version of the theory of Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) based on the thermodynamic equation that also predicts that the skewness increases as \( r \) decreases.

This link between vertical-velocity skewness and the ratio of moist to dry static stability may be used to reason about the effect of climate change on the skewness in the extratropics. O’Gorman (2011) found that as the climate warmed from present-day values in an idealized GCM, the dry static stability increased while the moist static stability approached zero (i.e. the stratification became close to moist adiabatic). This would imply \( r \) decreases with warming and the skewness of the vertical velocity should increase. (A similar argument has recently been used by Shi and Durran (2016) to relate increases in upward velocity associated with non-oroographic precipitation extremes to changes in dry and moist static stability.) Consistent in sign with this argument, Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) found that the skewness of the vertical velocity at 500hPa increased in magnitude with climate warming in simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5), although this was for a global rather than an extratropical average and there was a large range in the rate of increase across models (from 0.57% K\(^{-1}\) to 22% K\(^{-1}\) for the RCP8.5 scenario).

A different measure of asymmetry enters the effective static stability* for moist eddies as formulated in O’Gorman (2011). The effective static stability involves the asymmetry parameter \( \lambda \) defined as

\[
\lambda = \frac{\omega^f}{\omega^d},
\]

where \( \omega^f = \omega \) for upward motion and \( \omega^d = 0 \) otherwise. For zero mean vertical velocity, \( \lambda = 0.5 \) for vertical velocities that are symmetric between up and down, and \( \lambda \rightarrow 1 \) in the limit of vanishingly small updraft regions with infinitely fast updrafts. Compared to the skewness, \( \lambda \) is expected to be less sensitive to the fastest updrafts because the skewness involves a third power of \( \omega \) whereas \( \lambda \) only involves a second power. For cases with an isolated disturbance and zero-mean vertical velocity, \( \lambda \) may be a more robust metric because the skewness changes if zero values are added to the sample but \( \lambda \) does not.

O’Gorman (2011) found that the asymmetry parameter \( \lambda \) in the extratropics also increased with warming over a wide range of climates simulated by an idealized GCM. However, the changes in \( \lambda \) were quite small, despite the stratification becoming moist neutral in warm climates. As discussed earlier, this is inconsistent with the contraction in updraft area expected from moist baroclinic instability for a moist-neutral stratification. In addition, \( \lambda \) has been found to vary by only \( \sim 0.05 \) over the seasonal cycle in the extratropics in reanalysis data (Mooring 2011), despite large seasonal changes in temperature and latent heating. Thus, the asymmetry parameter \( \lambda \) seems to be less sensitive to warming than what would be expected from moist baroclinic instability theory.

We will show for the same idealized GCM as used in O’Gorman (2011) that the increases in extratropical skewness with warming are also much smaller than what is expected from moist baroclinic instability.

There are at least three possible explanations for the relatively weak increases in skewness or asymmetry parameter in response to warming in the idealized GCM simulations. The first and simplest explanation is that the GCM does not have adequate spatial resolution to resolve the narrow regions of ascent that would be needed to give a large skewness. A second possible explanation is that the representation of latent heating by a reduced static stability in previous studies of moist baroclinic instability such as that of Zurita-Gotor (2005) is inadequate. For example, although the latent heating greatly reduces the moist static stability for updrafts in the lower and middle troposphere, there may still be regions of stronger moist static stability at upper levels that limit the effect of moisture on baroclinic instability as discussed by Whitaker and Davis (1994). Alternatively, it may be necessary to have a representation of latent heating that includes the effects of moist convection rather than just saturated ascent. Indeed Fantini (1990) found that it was necessary to distinguish upright and slantwise convection when considering the limit of vanishing updraft area in the primitive equations. Lastly, a third possible explanation is that nonlinear equilibration to a state of macroturbulence reduces the skewness from the value that would occur for small-amplitude moist baroclinic instability. (We use the term macroturbulence to refer to the turbulence of large-scale eddies in the troposphere following Held (1999).) Here we investigate all three of these possible explanations using a variety of idealized GCM simulations that explore the influence of climate change, spatial resolution, representation of latent heating, and nonlinear equilibration on the up-down asymmetry of vertical motions in the extratropical troposphere.

As part of our investigation, we perform a series of simulations of moist baroclinic instability over a wide range of climates. Thus, we also address the issue of how moist baroclinic instability changes as the climate warms, something that has not previously been addressed in the literature to our knowledge. Previous studies have shown that moisture can lead to a distinct type of baroclinic disturbance, known as a diabatic Rossby vortex or diabatic Rossby wave, for which diabatic potential vorticity generation is an essential dynamical process. Diabatic Rossby vortices or waves have been seen both in observations and in a range of different simulations (e.g., Raymond and Jiang 1990; Snyder and Lindzen 1991; Wernli et al. 2002; Moore and Montgomery 2004, 2005; Boettcher and Wernli 2013). Here, we follow Moore and Montgomery (2004) in using the term diabatic Rossby vortex to refer to an isolated baroclinic disturbance for which diabatic potential vorticity (PV) generation is central to the dynamics, although it may have a propagation mechanism that is similar in some ways to that of Rossby waves (see discussion in Boettcher and Wernli (2013)). Remarkably, we find that as the climate warms, the most unstable mode changes in character and transitions to an isolated diabatic Rossby vortex in sufficiently warm climates.

We begin by describing the idealized GCM and investigating the effect of climate warming and changes in spatial resolution on the skewness of the extratropical vertical velocities (and the asymmetry parameter) in fully nonlinear simulations (section 2). We then describe how the skewness varies with warming in simulations of moist baroclinic instability in the same GCM.

*In this paper, we distinguish between the effective static stability of O’Gorman (2011) which represents the effect of latent heating on eddies including updrafts and downdrafts, as compared to a reduced static stability due to latent heating that only applies in updrafts. The term effective static stability has previously been used in some cases to refer to the reduced static stability in updrafts.
We first consider fully nonlinear simulations run over a wide range of climates using an idealized aquaplanet GCM. The idealized GCM is not intended to realistically simulate all aspects of the general circulation, but rather it is useful as a model in which large-scale condensation and moist convection are replaced by a reduced static stability for updrafts (section 5). These simulations allow us to demonstrate that a smaller skewness can occur in fully nonlinear simulations as compared to unstable modes even without a detailed representation of latent heating in the fully nonlinear simulations, and they also allow us to make simple comparisons with the results of Zurita-Gotor (2005) and Pendergrass and Gerber (2016). Lastly we summarize our results and their implications (section 6).

2. Fully nonlinear simulations: impact of climate warming and resolution

We first consider fully nonlinear simulations run over a wide range of climates using an idealized aquaplanet GCM. The idealized GCM is based on a spectral version of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) atmospheric dynamical core, and it follows Frierson et al. (2006) and Frierson (2007) with details as in O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). The lower boundary condition is a thermodynamic mixed-layer ocean of depth 0.5m with no horizontal heat transport. Moist convection is parameterized using the scheme of Frierson (2007). Longwave radiation is treated using a two-stream gray scheme, and there are no seasonal or diurnal cycles of shortwave radiation. Cloud radiative effects and ice are not included in the model. The default resolution is T85 in the horizontal with 30 vertical levels, where σ is pressure normalized by surface pressure. We also analyze T85 simulations with 20, 40, 60, and 90 vertical levels, and simulations with 30 vertical levels and horizontal spectral resolutions of T21, T42, T127, and T170. The T21 and T42 simulations with 30 levels are spun up over 800 days starting from an isothermal state. All other simulations are spun up over 300 days starting from the end state of another simulation.

The climate is varied in a series of simulations by altering a coefficient α that multiplies a fixed distribution of longwave optical thickness in the radiation scheme. The values of α used are 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0. For each simulation, 4-times daily output is collected over 300 days after spinup. Statistics are averaged in time, zonally, and between the two hemispheres to take advantage of the inter-hemispheric and zonal symmetries of the insolation distribution and lower boundary. The global-mean surface air temperature $T_g$ varies from 270K to 316K for values of α from 0.4 to 6.0.

We will initially focus on a cold simulation (α = 0.4 and $T_g = 270K$), a reference simulation (α = 1.0, $T_g = 288K$) with a climate that is similar in some aspects to Earth’s present-day climate, and a warm simulation (α = 4.0, $T_g = 311K$). The mean zonal winds and temperatures in each case are shown in Fig. 1 of Pfahl et al. (2015). Representative snapshots of instantaneous mid-tropospheric vertical velocity at $σ = 0.48$ over the Northern Hemisphere are shown for these simulations in Fig. 1a,c,e, and at the same time at a latitude of 44° in Fig. 2a,c,e. It is evident from the snapshots that upward motions are somewhat stronger than downward motions, at least for the reference and warm simulations.

For each simulation, the skewness and asymmetry parameter were calculated based on all $ω$ between 40° and 60° latitude in both hemispheres at each time and level, and then averaged in time and vertically from the surface to the average tropopause level over the same latitude range. We focus on the 40° to 60° latitude range as representative of the extratropics and to facilitate comparison with the simulations of moist baroclinic instability in the next section. The horizontal average used to calculate the skewness and the asymmetry parameter λ at each level and

---

**Figure 3.** (a) The skewness of $-ω$ and (b) the asymmetry parameter λ versus global-mean surface air temperature $T_g$ (K) in simulations with an idealized GCM. Results are shown for fully nonlinear simulations (solid lines with circles) and for the most unstable modes of moist baroclinic instability (solid lines). The filled black circle indicates the reference simulation (α = 1). The quantities shown are calculated for the midlatitude band of 40°–60° latitude in both hemispheres and then vertically averaged over the troposphere and in time. The unstable mode transitions from a quasiperiodic wave to an isolated vortex over the range 300K to 307K.

**Figure 4.** (a) The skewness of $-ω$ and (b) the asymmetry parameter λ versus horizontal resolution in the fully nonlinear simulation with α = 4. The filled black circle indicates the default resolution of T85. Results are shown for a warm climate (α = 4), but the dependence on resolution is similar for the reference climate (α = 1).
time was weighted by the surface pressure (because of the \( \sigma \) coordinate) and by the area of each gridbox. The tropopause was identified as the highest level at which the mean lapse rate is greater than 2K km\(^{-1}\).

The skewness of \(-\omega\) increases with warming over most of the range of climates except for the warmest two climates (Fig. 3a), and this implies stronger upward velocities relative to downward velocities as the atmosphere warms. The minimum and maximum values over the full range of climates are 1.3 and 2.2, respectively. This increase is relatively modest given the large range of climates. The rate of increase at the reference climate is 0.032 K\(^{-1}\) relative to \( T_9 \), which corresponds to a fractional rate of increase of 2.0%/K\(^{-1}\). To compare with the results for CMIP5 from Pendergrass and Gerber (2016), we also calculate the percentage rate of increase of the global skewness at a fixed vertical level of \( \sigma = 0.48 \); this yields a higher rate of increase at the reference climate of 4.4 % K\(^{-1}\) which is in the range of what Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) found for the skewness at 500hPa in CMIP5 models (0.57% K\(^{-1}\) to 22% K\(^{-1}\)).

The asymmetry parameter \( \lambda \) also increases with warming over most of the range of climates in a similar manner to the skewness (Fig. 3b). However, the increase in \( \lambda \) is numerically quite small, consistent with results from a previous study with this idealized GCM at a lower resolution of T42 (O’Gorman 2011). The values range from 0.65 to 0.72, and the rate of increase at the reference simulation is only 0.0025 K\(^{-1}\). The very small sensitivity of \( \lambda \) to climate warming is of interest since \( \lambda \) is directly relevant for the effective static stability experienced by eddies in a moist atmosphere.

A possible explanation for the relative insensitivity of the skewness and \( \lambda \) to warming is that the GCM is unable to properly resolve narrow updraft regions in warm and moist climates. However, we find that \( \lambda \) only weakly depends on horizontal model resolution above T85 in the warm climate (\( \alpha = 4.0 \)) as shown in Fig. 4b. This lack of sensitivity of \( \lambda \) to resolution is consistent with the results of Booth et al. (2015) for moist baroclinic lifecycles in which the vertical average of \( \lambda \) was found to be similar over a range of horizontal grid spacings from 200km to 3.125km. Both \( \lambda \) and the skewness are found to be insensitive to vertical resolution in simulations with the number of vertical levels ranging from 20 to 90 and the default horizontal resolution of T85 (not shown). Unlike \( \lambda \), the skewness continues to increase with increases in horizontal resolution over the full range of resolutions considered (Fig. 4a), and so we cannot argue that the skewness is converged with respect to horizontal resolution. To confirm that horizontal resolution is not causing the weaker increase in skewness with warming as compared to what is expected from moist baroclinic instability, we next turn to simulations of moist baroclinic instability with the idealized GCM at the same resolution as for the fully nonlinear simulations.

3. Moist baroclinic instability over a wide range of climates

Several studies of moist baroclinic instability have shown that the updraft area collapses as the moist static stability in the updraft region become small, implying a very skewed vertical velocity distribution. Here we investigate the behavior of the skewness (and \( \lambda \)) for modes of moist baroclinic instability in the idealized GCM using the mean state from the fully nonlinear simulations as the basic state. This allows us to directly compare the skewness in the fully nonlinear simulations with the skewness for moist baroclinic instability at the same model resolution and with the same static stability distribution. Some previous idealized studies of moist baroclinic instability may have overestimated the role of moisture because they did not account for the vertical structure of the static stability; the moist static stability may not be small in the middle or upper troposphere even when it is small in the lower troposphere (Whitaker and Davis 1994). Here, we avoid this potential problem because our basic state includes the full structure of static stability from the fully nonlinear simulations. We also address the interesting question of how the nature of moist baroclinic instability changes as the climate warms.

The simulations of moist baroclinic instability isolate the fastest growing small-amplitude mode in the extratropics using the zonal, time, and interhemispheric mean of the corresponding fully nonlinear simulation as the basic state. The meridional and vertical velocities of the basic state are set to zero. Boundary-layer drag has a strong effect on baroclinic instability (Valdes and Hoskins 1988; Hall and Sardeshmukh 1998). We follow Merlis and Schneider (2009) in representing the boundary-layer drag by near-surface Rayleigh friction with a relaxation rate that decreases linearly in \( \sigma \) from a maximum value at the surface of 2 day\(^{-1}\) (a half day timescale) to zero for levels above \( \sigma = 0.85 \).

Periodic rescaling is used to maintain the eddies at small amplitude and thus remove advective nonlinear interactions between eddies: when the eddy surface pressure reaches 1 Pa, the eddy components of all prognostic variables are rescaled to reduce their amplitude by a factor of 10 (e.g., Simmons and Hoskins 1976; Merlis and Schneider 2009). In addition, spectral coefficients with zonal wavenumber zero are not advanced in the time-stepping scheme in order to maintain the zonal-mean basic state. Thus, the simulations do not include the nonlinear influence of eddies on the zonal mean or advective nonlinear interactions between eddies. However, upward motion in the extratropics is assumed to be saturated and to lead to large-scale condensation and latent heating, while downward motion is not associated with any latent heating, and thus the simulations are not linear.

The treatment of moisture is the key difference between dry linear baroclinic instability simulations with the primitive equations on the sphere (e.g., Simmons and Hoskins 1976) and the moist baroclinic instability simulations that we present here. The GCM’s large-scale condensation scheme is modified to maintain the atmosphere at saturation. In subsaturated regions, a positive specific humidity tendency is added to bring the specific humidity to saturation over the timestep without an accompanying temperature tendency. In supersaturated regions, the large-scale condensation scheme is unmodified and there is a negative humidity tendency to reduce the humidity to saturation with a corresponding positive temperature tendency from latent heat release. Thus, the modified large-scale condensation scheme keeps the atmosphere saturated at all timesteps and allows for latent heat release where there is upward motion. The moist
convection scheme, radiation scheme, boundary layer scheme, and surface fluxes are all deactivated. With large-scale condensation at all latitudes, the fastest growing waves were found to occur in the tropics and low latitudes. To focus on the extratropical instability, we do not allow large-scale condensation to act equatorward of 40° latitude. Furthermore, we prevent the unstable waves from penetrating equatorward into the “dry” region by imposing additional Rayleigh friction with a rate of 40 day$^{-1}$ (a timescale of about a half hour) throughout the atmosphere equatorward of 40° latitude.

A weak perturbation is added to the initial condition’s vorticity in zonal wavenumbers 5 and 6 over all model levels to seed the eddy field. Instantaneous fields are stored once per day and the simulations are run for 300 days. The final rescaling of amplitude is performed at a set time (day 290) to facilitate calculation of growth rates. The growth rates are calculated using the rate of change of the eddy meridional velocity evaluated poleward of 40° latitude at $\sigma = 0.84$ over days 291 to 296.

Snapshots of $-\omega$ at $\sigma = 0.48$ are shown at day 292 of the moist baroclinic instability simulations in Fig. 1b,d,f, and Fig.2h,d,f. The snapshots show a marked change in the structure of $\omega$ as the climate warms. In the cold simulation, the most unstable mode is a quasi-periodic wave with zonal wavenumber 6 that is fairly symmetric between up and down. In the reference simulation, the most unstable mode is also wave-like with zonal wavenumber 7, but it exhibits an updraft region that is markedly more narrow than the downdraft region. For the warm simulation, the most unstable mode is not wave-like, but instead it exhibits the structure of a diabatic Rossby vortex with a single narrow updraft surrounded by widespread weak subsidence. Inspection of snapshots suggests that the breakup of the periodic wave begins in the $\alpha = 2, T_g = 300K$ simulation, and only a single isolated vortex remains in the $\alpha = 3, T_g = 307K$ simulation (the corresponding midlatitude surface air temperatures averaged over 40°–60° latitude are 292K for $\alpha = 2$ and 299K for $\alpha = 3$). The emergence of this different type of moist instability leads to an increase in the growth rates of the modes in the warmest climates (Fig. 5). The physical reason for the change in the nature of the instability from wave-like to isolated vortex is the increased dynamical importance of latent heating. Latent heating occurs in updrafts but not in downdrafts and thus breaks the symmetry of the wave, as discussed in more detail in the next section.

The snapshots of $-\omega$ for the unstable modes in Fig. 1b,d,f show a striking increase in the up-down asymmetry of vertical motion in the unstable modes as the climate warms. Fig. 3 confirms that there is a general increase with warming in both the skewness of $-\omega$ and in the asymmetry parameter for the unstable modes. (The skewness and asymmetry parameter are calculated as for the fully nonlinear simulations and averaged in time over days 291 to 294.) However, the unstable modes greatly over-estimate the increase in skewness with warming as compared to the fully nonlinear simulations (Fig. 3a). The skewness ranges from 0.67 to 15.7 for the unstable modes as compared to 1.3 to 2.2 for the fully nonlinear simulations. The dependence of skewness on temperature is not smooth for the unstable modes which makes it difficult to estimate a rate of increase with respect to temperature at the reference simulation ($\alpha = 1$). Linear regression of skewness against $T_g$ over the 7 simulations from $\alpha = 0.7$ to 1.6 gives a rate of increase of 0.058 K$^{-1}$ for the unstable modes which is roughly double the corresponding value of 0.028 K$^{-1}$ for the fully nonlinear simulations. For the unstable modes, the breakup of the wave into a vortex from $T_g = 300K$ to 307K is marked by a particularly sharp increase in skewness. The asymmetry parameter $\lambda$ for the unstable modes exhibits an evolution with temperature that is qualitatively similar to that of the skewness (Fig. 3b) which suggests that this behavior is robust to changes in how the up-down asymmetry is measured.

For the coldest two simulations, the skewness is substantially smaller for the unstable modes than for the fully nonlinear simulations. Booth et al. (2015) showed that even dry baroclinic lifecycles exhibit stronger upward motion than downward motion. This dry asymmetry may increase with Rossby number. For example, the asymmetry in the magnitude of relative vorticity between cyclones and anticyclones is known to increase with Rossby number (Rotunno et al. 2000), and this asymmetry in vorticity would imply a corresponding asymmetry in vertical velocity through Ekman pumping. The fully nonlinear simulations have higher Rossby number than the small-amplitude unstable modes, and this may explain why they have more skewed vertical velocities in cold and dry climates.

In exploring alternative methods to confine the instability to the extratropics, we have found unstable modes in the coldest simulations in which the wavenumber is higher and the skewness is smaller than presented here, and we have found unstable modes in the warmest simulations in which there are two diabatic Rossby vortices rather than one. However, the main results that there is a strong increase in skewness with warming and that the unstable mode switches from periodic waves to isolated vortices in warm climates are robust.

The result that the unstable modes can achieve very high values of the skewness of the vertical velocity suggests that the limited resolution of the idealized GCM is not responsible for the relatively weak increases in skewness with warming in the fully nonlinear simulations. Also, the fact that the unstable modes are calculated using the mean state from the fully nonlinear simulations implies that we cannot explain the relatively low skewness of the fully nonlinear simulations in warm climates by the vertical structure of the moist static stability (cf. Whitaker and Davis 1994).

4. Diabatic Rossby vortices in warm climates

The change in the most unstable mode from a quasi-periodic wave to an isolated vortex as the climate warms (compare Fig. 1d and 1f) is a striking indicator that latent heating is playing a key role in the dynamics of the modes in the warm climates. The PV anomalies of the most unstable mode in the warm simulation ($\alpha = 4.0; T_g = 311K$) are shown in Fig. 6. There is an anticyclonic PV anomaly in the upper troposphere, and a cyclonic PV anomaly located slightly westward in the lower troposphere. There are also PV anomalies of both signs in the boundary layer. Because temperature decreases poleward in the basic state, there is ascending air on the western side of the anticyclonic PV anomaly.

Figure 6. Structure of the most unstable mode for a warm climate ($\alpha = 4.0; T_g = 311K$). Shown are the potential vorticity (PV) anomalies with respect to the zonal mean (shading with units of 10$^{-5}$ pvu) and the diabatic generation rate of PV by large-scale condensation (contour interval 4 × 10$^{-8}$ pvu s$^{-1}$; the zero contour is not plotted). Red is positive and blue is negative. The fields are plotted at 44°N versus longitude and $\sigma$ at the same time as in Fig. 1f and 2f. The PV used is the hydrostatic approximation to Ertel’s PV. Note that the overall amplitude of the fields is arbitrary.
anomaly and descending air on the eastern side (and these induced velocities extend vertically beyond the PV anomaly). However, the fact that latent heating is only associated with upward motion and not downward motion implies that latent heating only occurs on the western side of the anticyclonic PV anomaly. Similarly there is latent heating on the eastern side of the cyclonic PV anomaly but not the western side. Thus, to the extent that latent heating is central to the dynamics of the unstable mode, it cannot take the form of a periodic wave in longitude but instead must be an isolated vortex.

Fig. 6 also shows the diabatic generation rate of PV by large-scale condensation. As expected, the diabatic generation of PV from latent heating takes the form of a vertical dipole centered at the longitude (176°) of maximum upward motion, with negative generation in the upper troposphere above the level of maximum latent heating and positive generation in the lower troposphere below the level of maximum latent heating. The configuration of the PV anomalies and diabatic PV generation is such that the generation tends to amplify the unstable mode while also helping it to phase lock despite the westerly vertical shear. Thus the growth and structure of the unstable mode can be explained in terms of diabatic PV generation in the interior of the atmosphere, and we will refer to it as a diabatic Rossby vortex.†

A mode of this type in which interior PV anomalies are key was first discussed by Snyder and Lindzen (1991), although they allowed for negative latent heating in descent regions and thus obtained a periodic wave rather than an isolated vortex. Our unstable mode is similar to the diabatic Rossby vortex found in an initial value problem by Moore and Montgomery (2005), taking into account the warmer climate, higher tropopause and saturated ascent being considered here. A transition from waves to a vortex-dominated regime with increased latent heating was also found by Lapeyre and Held (2004) in a moist quasigeostrophic two-layer model, although in that model the dynamics were nonlinear and the vortices had cyclonic vorticity in both the lower and upper layers.

It is a remarkable result of our analysis of the idealized GCM simulations that the fastest growing mode switches to a diabatic Rossby vortex in sufficiently warm and moist climates. This raises the question of whether there is a corresponding transition in the prevalence of diabatic Rossby vortices in the fully nonlinear simulations. Pfahl et al. (2015) tracked extratropical cyclones in the fully nonlinear simulations and found that the maximum deepening rates along the cyclone tracks decreased with warming for sufficiently warm climates, unlike what is found for the growth rates of the unstable modes (Fig.5). However, Pfahl et al. (2015) found that the behavior of the deepening rates varied depending on whether median or high percentiles were considered, and the dynamics of the diabatic Rossby vortices could still be relevant for certain classes of fast growing disturbances in the fully nonlinear simulations. In future work, it would be interesting to extend previous compositing studies for this idealized GCM (Pfahl et al. 2015; Tamarin and Kaspi 2016) by compositing the PV structure and diabatic PV generation rate for cyclones in their growth phase in different climates and comparing the composites with the most unstable modes.

5. Simulations with reduced static stability for updrafts

The results so far suggest that the skewness of the vertical velocity behaves differently for the modes of moist baroclinic

---

†De Vries et al. (2010) and Cohen and Boos (2016) have used a different dynamical nomenclature in which diabatic Rossby waves are classified as involving an interaction between surface baroclinicity and an interior PV anomaly rather than between two interior PV anomalies as seems to occur in Fig. 6. We note that there could also be a contribution to the dynamics from the surface air temperature anomalies in our unstable mode.
instability as compared to the fully nonlinear simulations. One plausible reason for this is that advective nonlinear eddy-eddy interactions lead to different balances in the thermodynamic equation than occur in the (small-amplitude) unstable mode regime. In addition, nonlinear equilibration to macroturbulence leads to the presence of disturbances that differ from the unstable mode (i.e. disturbances that are experiencing non-modal growth or decaying). Indeed, Booth et al. (2015) found that the asymmetry parameter $\lambda$ decreased in the later stages of (nonlinear) moist baroclinic lifecycles. However, our simulations of moist baroclinic instability also differ from the fully nonlinear simulations by assuming that upward motion is saturated and by only including latent heating from large-scale condensation and not from the moist convection scheme.

To further investigate the cause of the different behavior of the skewness in the fully nonlinear simulations and simulations of moist baroclinic instability, we next investigate a series of simulations in which the large-scale condensation and moist convection schemes are turned off. The default resolution (T85 and 30 vertical levels) and reference value of the longwave absorber parameter ($\alpha = 1$) are used. In the place of the moist parameterizations, latent heating is represented more simply by a reduction in the dry static stability whenever there is upward motion in the troposphere. The thermodynamic equation in the idealized GCM is modified so that the dry static stability is multiplied by a factor $r$ whenever there is upward motion below roughly 200 hPa, and this factor $r$ is varied over a range of values from 0.01 to 1 in a series of simulations ($r = 1$ corresponds to no reduction in static stability).

This is similar in spirit to the simplified representations of latent heating or convection considered in past studies of moist baroclinic instability (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1987; Zurita-Gotor 2005) and it allows us to make a stronger connection with the results of those studies. However, here we apply this reduced static stability formulation in a GCM and we apply it to both simulations of small-amplitude moist baroclinic instability and to simulations in which the flow undergoes nonlinear equilibration to a macroturbulent state.

The simulations are started with a small-amplitude perturbation to the mean state of the reference simulation (section 2), and the disturbance is allowed to grow to finite amplitude, nonlinearly equilibrate, and develop into full macroturbulence. To avoid large changes in the mean state due to the strong diabatic heating implied by the smaller values of the static stability reduction factor $r$, the zonal means of temperature, zonal wind and surface pressure are strongly relaxed to the zonal and time mean state of the reference simulation, and the zonal-mean meridional wind is relaxed to zero. The relaxation timescale for all variables is 4 hours. Using a short relaxation time rather than simply fixing the zonal mean state was found to improve numerical stability, and the small-scale filter used in the model was also increased in strength to further improve numerical stability. Since the mean state is not allowed to fully adjust in these simulations, they are not fully nonlinear, and so we refer to their statistical equilibrium state as macroturbulence to emphasize the presence of advective nonlinear eddy-eddy interactions and multiple growing and decaying disturbances.

The fastest growing mode was also calculated for each value of $r$ following the small-amplitude approach described in section 3 and using the zonal and time mean of the reference simulation as the basic state (but with the mean meridional and vertical wind set to zero). Unlike in section 3, it was not necessary to impose additional drag at low latitudes since waves in the tropics are not unstable in this setup. The fastest growing mode was determined from a 200-day integration.

5.1. Reduction of skewness and asymmetry parameter by nonlinear equilibration

The skewness of $-\omega$ was first calculated at each level and time based on values between 25$\degree$ and 65$\degree$ latitude in both hemispheres, and then averaged vertically from the surface to the mean level of the tropopause over this latitude range. A wider latitude band than in previous sections is needed here because the unstable modes are not necessarily localized in the 40$\degree$-60$\degree$ latitude band. Figure 7 shows the skewness as a function of time in the simulation with $r = 0.01$, as well as the value for the corresponding unstable mode. The skewness grows rapidly at first, but nonlinear equilibration causes it to plateau at a value somewhat lower than that of the unstable mode and then reduce to a value more typical of the fully nonlinear simulations discussed in section 2. Example $-\omega$ profiles versus longitude are shown for the time of the peak skewness in Fig. 8a and for a time during the macroturbulent regime in Fig. 8b, and these profiles clearly show the striking reduction of the asymmetry between updrafts and downdrafts with nonlinear equilibration.

To illustrate the behavior for a range of different values of $r$, the asymmetry parameter $\lambda$ was calculated at each time in the same way as for the skewness discussed above, and then averaged in time over 5 days (days 191-194) for the unstable mode simulation based on once-daily data, and over 100 days (days 101-200) in the macroturbulent state based on 4-times daily data. Figure 9 shows that $\lambda$ for the unstable modes grows monotonically as $r$ is decreased, whereas $\lambda$ for the macroturbulent state grows at first as $r$ is decreased but then remains roughly constant at a value slightly greater than 0.7 for $r < 0.2$.

The implication of these results for the simulations with more realistic latent heating discussed in sections 2 and 3 is that nonlinear equilibration is sufficient to explain much of the difference in skewness and $\lambda$ between the unstable modes and the fully nonlinear simulations in warm climates. We cannot rule out that differences in how latent heating is represented for the unstable modes versus fully nonlinear simulations also make some contribution.

5.2. Evaluation of theories for the asymmetry parameter

The unstable modes may still be relevant for the growth phase of particular disturbances, and previous work has shown that the effective static stability may be used to estimate the effect of latent heating on the growth rate of cyclones in moist baroclinic lifecycles (Booth et al. 2015). It is therefore of interest to evaluate whether the asymmetry parameter $\lambda$ of the unstable modes as a function of $r$ may be estimated from the theories of Zurita-Gotor (2005) and Pendergrass and Gerber (2016). To make the simplest comparison with theory, we consider a piecewise constant profile of $\omega$ (with single values for the updraft and downdraft regions) and with zero mean. O’Gorman (2011) showed that in this case $\lambda = 1 - a_u$, where $a_u$ is the updraft area fraction given by $L_u/(L_u + L_d)$ with $L_u$ and $L_d$ the horizontal length scales of the updraft and the downdraft, respectively. We represent latent heating by multiplying the dry static stability $\partial \theta/\partial p$ by a factor $r$ when there is upward motion.

As discussed in the introduction, the “bulk wavenumber law” of Zurita-Gotor (2005) for unstable modes implies that $L_u/L_d = r^{1/2}$ and thus $\lambda = (1 + r^{1/2})^{-1}$, which gives some sense of the increase in $\lambda$ of the unstable modes as $r$ decreases (Fig. 9), although it tends to underestimate $\lambda$ in most cases. A more
detailed calculation (not shown) based on choosing representative analytical $\omega$ profiles for updraft and downdraft regions and applying the matching condition between updraft and downdraft regions given in the appendix of Zurita-Gotor (2005) reveals that the value of $\lambda$ depends on how the updrafts and downdrafts are arranged, and that higher values of $\lambda$ result when an isolated updraft is surrounded by two downdrafts that decay exponentially away from the updraft rather than having a periodic wave. This helps to explain the underestimate of $\lambda$ by $(1 + r^{1/2})^{-1}$ at low $r$ in Fig. 9 since the periodic wave tends to break up into isolated vortices as $r$ is decreased.

We can also simplify the model of Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) based on the thermodynamic equation to give an estimate of $\lambda$ for the piecewise-constant profile of $\omega$ and the reduced-static-stability representation of latent heating. Following Pendergrass and Gerber (2016), we denote by $Q_n$ the sum of the terms in the thermodynamic equation other than the latent heating term and the term involving the vertical velocity. For upward motion, $\omega r \partial \theta / \partial p = Q_n$, whereas for downward motion, there is no latent heating and $\omega r \partial \theta / \partial p = Q_n$. Further assuming that $Q_n$ has the same magnitude (but opposite sign) for updrafts and downdrafts, the ratio of updraft velocity to downdraft velocity scales as $r^{-1}$. Mass continuity then gives that $L_u/L_d = r$ and $\lambda = (1 + r)^{-1}$, which also gives some sense of the increase in $\lambda$ with decreasing $r$ for the unstable modes (Fig. 9).

Both theoretical arguments discussed in this section suggest that $\lambda$ approaches one for small $r$, broadly consistent with the behavior of the unstable modes. However, for the macroturbulent state, $\lambda$ clearly saturates at a value much smaller than one for $r < 0.2$. This is the relevant limit of $r$ when the moist static stability is small (as expected in sufficiently warm climates as discussed in O’Gorman (2011)), and thus it is desirable to develop a theory for the asymptotic value of $\lambda$ or the skewness that is reached in the macroturbulent regime.

### 6. Conclusions

We have examined the up-down asymmetry of the extratropical vertical velocity distribution in different climates using a series of idealized GCM simulations. The skewness of the vertical velocity increases with warming over most of the range of climates considered, and this must affect the intensity distribution of precipitation. However, the skewness does not increase with warming to the same extent as would be expected from moist baroclinic instability, and this is also the case for the asymmetry parameter that appears in the effective static stability of O’Gorman (2011). Our results suggest that this relative insensitivity is not an artifact of limited spatial resolution in the idealized GCM or the simplified representation of latent heating used in some previous studies of moist baroclinic instability. Instead the difference in behavior between the fully nonlinear simulations and the simulations of moist baroclinic instability arises because nonlinear equilibration to a macroturbulent state can greatly reduce the skewness in warm climates. While previous studies (Emanuel et al. 1987; Zurita-Gotor 2005) provide theoretical guidance as to the area fraction of ascent of unstable modes of moist baroclinic instability and this can be used to predict the skewness or asymmetry parameter for these modes, there is clearly a need to develop a theory for the quite different behavior that occurs when the instability is allowed to equilibrate and the flow becomes fully nonlinear. (Our simplified version of the theory of Pendergrass and Gerber (2016) based on the thermodynamic equation behaves more like the unstable modes than the fully nonlinear simulations.) Future work could also use more comprehensive GCMs to investigate the extent to which changes in extratropical skewness or asymmetry parameter with warming are sensitive to the choice of convection scheme or other parameterizations. Shi and Durran (2016) found that the vertical velocities associated with extreme precipitation events responded differently to warming over orography, and thus it may be useful to study the skewness of the vertical velocity separately over orography.

The behavior of the vertical velocity in unstable modes may still be relevant to particular fast-growing disturbances even if it differs from the overall behavior of the vertical velocity in fully nonlinear macroturbulence. An interesting result of our analysis is that the fastest growing unstable mode transitions from a quasi-periodic wave to an isolated diabatic Rossby vortex in sufficiently warm and moist climates. The breakup of the periodic wave in our idealized GCM simulations begins at a midlatitude surface air temperature of 292K which is not far from the Earth’s summer temperatures in northern midlatitudes. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate in future work whether the transition of the most unstable mode to diabatic Rossby vortices occurs for a basic state taken seasonally from different climates simulated by comprehensive GCMs. It would also be of interest to track diabatic Rossby vortices in fully nonlinear simulations and investigate their behavior as the climate warms.
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